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1 THESIS CONCEPTUAL REFERENCE POINTS

Timeliness of the research The concept of the unconventional computing has caught

the attention of many minds, and many researchers consider it a breakthrough in theory of

information processing. This is a recent and very dynamic domain of research. For instance,

the publication of 2000 initiating membrane computing (circulated as a technical report

of 1998), has been called by the Institute of Scientific Information (ISI) “fast breaking in

the area of computer science” in February 2003; in less than 15 years there exist over 1400

publications by more than 200 researchers).

Importance of the research The most popular motivations for the unconventional

computing are those of miniaturization (as a starting point for massive parallelism or vast

storage), and those of the Moore’s law. We can imagine, however, other arguments to focus

on the unconventional computing, without having direct applications in mind. For instance,

1) developing new algorithmic design methods for the conventional computers (recall the

success of the genetic algorithms and the neural networks, both being inspired from Na-

ture and implemented in silicon), 2) new perspective insights into the fundamental laws of

Physics, e.g., determinism, reversibility, conservation laws, 3) new measures of information,

since this field often operates with unconventional data structures (e.g., multisets), 4) new

encoding methods, due to different methods of representing the information, 5) interdis-

ciplinary research on the crossroads of Classical computing, Information theory, Number

theory, Biology, Physics, etc. Unconventional computing is already a successful domain of

fundamental research. One can consider numerous variants of models, looking for adequacy

with respect to the biochemical origins of the ideas, elegance of the definitions, powerful

results, or similarity with other domains of theoretical computer science.

Situation in the field of research Most results described in detail in the present

habilitation thesis belong to membrane computing, so we start by describing this discipline.

Membrane systems (or P systems) are a framework of distributed parallel computing models,

inspired by the basic features of biological membranes. In membrane systems, objects are

contained in regions, defined by the membrane structure; objects evolve by means of “reaction

rules”, associated with regions or membranes. The rules are applied non-deterministically,

and (usually) in the maximally-parallel manner (no rules are applicable to the remaining

objects). Objects can also travel through membranes according to the specifications. Many

other features have been studied. The transitions between the configurations of the system

are defined via these notions, and the computations are defined via the system’s evolution.

Three ways of computing were studied: computing functions (data processing), gener-

ating and accepting sets (of strings, numbers or vectors). Different classes of P systems

were studied, and for most of them the computational completeness with respect to the

Turing-Church thesis (equivalence in power to Turing machines) has been obtained.

The bibliography of the domain of membrane computing can be accessed at the domain’s

webpage1. There one can also find downloadable articles, including the pre-proceedings

of related conferences. The list of scientific papers and links to full publications and/or

publisher pages can be found at the author’s publication webpage2.

1 http://ppage.psystems.eu
2 http://aartiom.50webs.com/pub_aa.html
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Area of studies reflected in the present habilitation thesis consist of membrane com-

puting (with symbol-objects and string-objects) and other formal computing models, mainly

distributed parallel systems rewriting multisets or strings (such as networks of evolutionary

processors, reversible logical elements with memory, number conservative cellular automata,

circular Post systems, insertion-deletion systems, splicing systems and gene assembly in cil-

iates. Most of these models permit (or naturally have) parallelism and biologically inspired

features. We underline, however, that the scope of the thesis is limited to studying these

models just as formal computational models, i.e., mathematical structures. The thesis consist

of analysis of the corresponding domains and original research of the author. The membrane

systems models considered here are: maximally parallel multiset rewriting, with or without

cooperation, without or with promoters/inhibitors/priorities, deterministic or not, reversible

or not; P systems with symport/antiport; P systems with active membranes; P systems with

insertion-deletion; P systems with ciliate operations; P systems with energy, etc.

The main goal of the research consists in determining the computational power of

restricted models. This contributes to the potential subsequent applications, answering

questions about suitability of these models for the needs or possibilities of the applications.

Objectives of the work More detailed objectives are related to the following ques-

tions: What restrictions let a computational model or its variant keep the computational

completeness? What is the power of a given computational model with certain restrictions

(e.g., when maximal parallel object cooperation is not enough for the computational com-

pleteness? Can the given problem be solved in a polynomial number of steps of a model

with specific restrictions (or what is the time complexity of a specific problem, depending

on model features/restrictions)? The most common restrictions are: bounded descriptional

complexity (total or key parameters, e.g., the number of membranes or objects); way of

object interaction (e.g., the number of objects in rules, or the way they are involved); dis-

tinguishing a subset of objects with restricted features (e.g., catalysts); properties (e.g.,

determinism, reversibility, self-stabilization, confluence).

Scientific problems solved in this thesis include: 1)Finding the computational power

of a)transitional P systems with membrane creation and division, b)P systems with active

membranes without polarizations, c)deterministic controlled non-cooperative P systems, d)P

systems with energy. 2)Characterizing a)the class of problems polynomial-time solvable by

P systems with active membranes without polarizations, b)exact power of hybrid networks

of evolutionary processors with 1 node.

Methodology of research The models of research are usually compared (e.g., by simu-

lation) with known computational devices (such as finite automata, context-free grammars,

regulated grammars, register machines, Lindenmayer systems, grammars systems, or classes

of P systems). For instance, for showing the computational completeness of some multiset-

based model, the community has realized that to also obtain good descriptional complexity

the preferred model is the register machines. In many cases, new tools (partially described

below) have been invented to prove the results.

Scientific novelty and originality By defining the time-yield of the context-free gram-

mars, a new perspective was given to the P systems language family, leading to improvements

of their computing power estimates. By defining the operation of bounding multisets, de-

terminism was shown to be critical for the power of controlled non-cooperative multiset
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rewrtiting, characterizing precisely the restricted case. By introducing the strong variants of

determinism and reversibility, these properties were characterized syntactically for P systems

and studied, bringing the respective models closer to the classical computing models; the

computational power has been characterized for most classes of sequential and maximally

parallel multiset rewriting. For the first time there were defined (variants of) self-stabilization

for membrane systems, characterizing also here the computational power for most cases.

By encoding information in the number of membranes instead of the number of objects,

a previously open problem about the computational power of non-cooperative systems with

membrane creation and dissolution was solved, showing their computational completeness.

With additional ideas, this technique has been adapted for P systems with active membranes

without polarizations. Inventing advanced rule minimization techniques, it was established

that 23 rules suffice for universality of maximally parallel multiset rewriting systems. Mul-

tiple results were improved for P systems with symport/antiport, for different “corner cases”

of the descriptional complexity parameter combination space.

Using a new technique with extreme non-determinism, exponential-space Turing ma-

chines have been simulated by P systems with polynomial alphabet. A new look at register

machines made it possible to construct computational complete P systems with active mem-

branes with 2 polarizations with one membrane (clearly, one of the optimal results).

Not only there have been decreased the known number of polarizations of efficient P

systems with active membranes from three to two, but also for the first time there were

considered exact solutions to intractable computational problems that go beyond deciding.

As for showing the characterization of PSPACE by P systems with non-elementary division

(the upper bound of their power has been known) without polarizations, there was invented a

new membrane-to-object interaction technique, checking the time of membrane dissolution.

For P systems work in the minimally parallel way, their efficiency was established; for this,

for the first time more than three polarizations were considered, and new variants of active

membrane rules were invented, to accomplish the intermediate result; a way of simulating

the new rules with the standard ones was invented to answer the original question.

We proceed by describing what is new here for the string-object computational models.

A regular control technique was invented, making it possible to force the computation by

one-symbol operations in the needed direction, yielding the computational completeness of

the networks of evolutionary processors (NEPs) already with two nodes. Not only there

have been improved the state of the art for the hybrid NEPs, but also the obligatory hybrid

ones (OHNEPs) were introduced, opening quite a perspective research direction. For both

OHNEPs and exo insertion-deletion P systems, there was introduced and used a tool, variant

5 of circular Post machines, leading to surprising results.

A new implementation of the inflection model was proposed for the Romanian language

by P systems. There were constructed dictionary modules from P systems, proposing a new

meaning of computations. New ideas and rule types were needed to improve the synchro-

nization time on P systems. Finally, we should mention that a new feature of membrane

systems was introduced, motivated by the cell nucleus – the polymorphism.

Theoretical significance A number of fundamental problems of distributed parallel

processing of multisets and strings were addressed, and the best known bounds have been

proved, e.g., for the membrane systems language family and for the number of rules in
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maximally parallel multiset rewriting systems.

The best known results for the optimization problems considered by different authors

have been established, e.g., the power of symport-3 in one membrane, the number of nodes

in the hybrid networks of evolutionary processors, the number of polarizations of efficient P

systems with minimal parallelism, and synchronization time of P systems.

An important characterization of rewriting systems has been obtained for the determin-

istic controlled non-cooperative multiset rewriting systems.

A landscape of results was produced for the fundamental properties of multiset rewriting,

such as variants of determinism, reversibility, and self-stabilizations, for multiset processing

with different features (e.g., kinds of cooperation and control) working in different modes.

The computational completeness was shown for systems with very weak forms of coopera-

tion between the elements of these systems, e.g., non-cooperative transitional P systems with

membrane creation and dissolution, and P systems with polarizationless active membranes.

The optimal results were obtained for some problems studied by multiple groups of au-

thors, e.g., different problems for P systems with symport/antiport, different problems for P

systems with polarizationless active membranes, the number of nodes in the computationally

complete networks of evolutionary processors.

Impact We only mention a few cases where further investigation by other authors

emerges from the publications reflected here. A perspective research direction has been

introduced, that of obligatory hybrid networks of evolutionary processors. Out of the results

reflected here, those on insertion-deletion systems, have been further developed answering

the original open problem. The research for P systems with active membranes computing the

permanent has lead to a few subsequent breakthroughs in complexity theory of P systems.

Applied value of the work One of the applications is polymorphic P systems. Its

use is providing a framework where rules can dynamically change during the computation,

which is important for problems of symbolic computation and computer algebra.

Other applications deal with linguistics. An efficient implementation of dictionaries by

membrane systems has been proposed, using membrane (tree) structure to represent the

prefix tree of the dictionary. P systems were found suitable for performing inflections of

words in the Romanian language. There was also proposed P systems annotating affixes of

the Romanian language, also elaborating a model that accounts for complex derivation steps

that may consist of multiple affixes, changing terminations and/or alternations in the root.

Main scientific results promoted for defense 1) A universal P system with 23 rules

has been presented in Section 3.1. 2) A detailed study of the properties of determinism

and reversibility is given in Section 2.3. 3) Universality of transitional P systems with

membrane creation and dissolution is proved in Section 2.5. 4) P systems with polar-

izationless active membranes are computationally complete, as presented in Section 4.2.

5) PSPACE-complete problems can be solved by P systems with polarizationless active

membranes, as described in Section 4.5. 6) The best known results on the hybrid networks

of evolutionary processors (HNEPs) are presented in Section 5.1. Specifically, HNEPs are

universal with 7 nodes, while HNEPs with 1 node have been exactly characterized by a

regular expression. 7) Deterministic controlled non-cooperative systems accept only

finite sets and their complements; this result is described in Section 2.2. 8) It was proved

that P systems with energy are computationally complete in the maximally parallel mode;
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this result is presented in Section 4.8. 9) P systems with insertion-deletion of a single

symbol without context (with priority of deletion) are computationally complete; this result

is presented in Section 5.2. 10) Besides the abovementioned theoretical results, in Chapter

6 there was described a number of applications, such as synchronization, polymorphism,

dictionary and inflections of words in Romanian language.

Approval of scientific results Main conferences where there were presented results

reflected in the present habilitation thesis: 13th Conference on Membrane Computing, Bu-

dapest, Hungary; 10th, 8th, 7th and 4th Brainstorming Week on Membrane Computing,

Sevilla, Spain; 12th Conference on Membrane Computing, Fontainebleau, France; 11th Con-

ference on Membrane Computing, Jena, Germany; LA Symposium 2010, Kyoto, Japan;

Unconventional Computing 2010, Tokyo, Japan; 10th Workshop on Membrane Computing,

Curtea de Argeş, Romania; Languages and Automata Theory and Applications 2007, Tar-

ragona, Spain; Machines, Computations and Universality 2007, Orléans, France; 7th Work-

shop on Membrane Computing, Leiden, Netherlands. Other conferences with results in the-

sis: ICTCS2012/Varese, IWANN2011/Málaga, RIMS2011/Kyoto, BWMC9/Sevilla, Theori-

etag2010/Kassel, RC2010/Bremen, IWNC2009/Himeji, LATA2008/Tarragona, DCFS2008/

Ontario, WMC9/Edinburgh, DNA13/Memphis TN, WMC8/Thessaloniki, BWMC5/Sevilla.

Publications on the thesis topic: 120, most significant listed in the references below.

Volume and structure of the thesis The thesis is written in English and consists

of Introduction, 6 chapters, general conclusions and recommendations, bibliography of 285

titles, 8 appendices and 218 pages of main text. The thesis includes certain numbered

material: 25 figures, 9 tables, 22 definitions, 19 lemmas, 77 theorems, 47 corollaries, 9

remarks, 24 examples and 54 formulas.

Keywords Theoretical computer science and unconventional computing, Models of com-

putation and Turing computability, Descriptional complexity and small universal systems,

P systems as parallel distributed multiset and string processing, Promoters/inhibitors and

priorities, Active membranes and polarizations, Symport and antiport, Determinism and re-

versibility, Insertion-deletion-substitution and [hybrid] networks of evolutionary processors,

Maximal and minimal parallelism and asynchronous mode.

2 THESIS CONTENTS

2.1 A short description

Following the introductory chapter, Chapter 1 introduces the prerequisites needed to under-

stand the topics, and tools used for obtaining the results, as well as the basic definitions for

the corresponding models of computation. We also analyze the situation in the associated

fields of study, as the basis for presenting the results in the subsequent chapters.

We define preliminaries of the Formal Language Theory, Grammars, and Automata.

We describe the work of networks of evolutionary processors, and then we continue with

membrane systems. In case of symbol-objects, we start with multiset rewriting, maximal

parallelism, and define a few properties of interest. Then we introduce transitional P systems,

symport/antiport rules, P systems with active membranes, and two models with energy. In

case of string-objects, we introduce rules replicating strings, we present the framework of
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active membrane for this case, and we define insertion-deletion P systems. Finally, we define

the framework of solving decisional problems with P systems, and introduce the minimally

parallel mode.

Chapter 2 mainly discusses multiset rewriting. First, we consider sequentializing the

output of maximally parallel non-cooperative multiset rewriting, and the problem of charac-

terizing the associated family of languages, fundamental for the domain. Second, we add to

multiset processing such features of control (of rule applicability) as promoters, inhibitors and

priorities, and discuss the critical role of determinism for non-cooperative systems, looking

also at different computational modes. Third, we consider cooperative systems, in frame-

work of determinism, reversibility and the strong version of these properties, establishing

how such properties influence the computational power of multiset rewriting systems, both

for parallel and sequential mode. Fourth, we consider variants of self-stabilization property,

and proceed with characterization of the corresponding systems. Finally, we look at the role

of distributivity, by switching directly to the transitional membrane systems, enriched with

possibility of membrane creation and membrane dissolution (yielding dynamically changing

underlying tree structures for the distributed computations).

In Chapter 3 we consider static membrane structure and rules moving objects between

the neighboring regions, without even changing them. It is well known that this setting

already yields computational completeness, provided that we have a region with unbounded

supply of some objects.

First, we present a concrete small universal P system with 23 antiport rules, explaining

the minimization strategies used to construct it. Second, we present the state-of-the-art of

symport/antiport P systems containing our recent results, paying special attention to the

descriptional complexity parameters. Finally, we present the latest study of P systems with

one membrane and symport only, aiming to improve the characterization of their power.

In Chapter 4 we describe the results for the models where membranes play an active

role in the rules: they inhibit local parallelism of all rules except rewriting, and they may

control the applicability of rules via their polarization (the dynamic information stored on

the membrane). It is particularly interesting to see complex interactions, even leading to

unpredictable behavior, also in case of one polarization (i.e., when the membrane itself cannot

change, except being created or destroyed).

We show the universality without polarizations and unboundedly many membranes, and

the universality with two polarizations (i.e., storing as little as possible information) already

with two membranes. We show that with two polarizations P systems with active membranes

can efficiently solve NP-complete problems, then we show how to compute even more. Next,

we consider non-elementary membrane division, and show solutions of a PSPACE-complete

problem, even without polarizations. After that, we look at a less synchronized computa-

tional mode, the minimal parallelism, where maximality of parallelism by definition is not

enforced locally, but only globally. Surprisingly, in this case P systems are still efficient, but

they seem to require more polarizations than traditionally considered.

We proceed to the energy models. The first one can be viewed as having infinitely many

numeric membrane polarizations, but only modifying their value by adding or subtracting,

only being able to check the value by applicability of subtraction with non-negative result.
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The second model associates energy to objects and regions instead of membranes. Both

models are computationally complete if and only if the working mode forces parallelism.

In Chapter 5 we switch to string-objects, i.e., instead of only having a finite set of different

symbols as objects and tracking just their multiplicity in the nodes of the underlying dis-

tributed structure, we now have strings of symbols as objects. Not incidentally, in some cases

for computational completeness it suffices to only have one object during the computation,

or have no interaction (even indirectly) between different strings.

First, we consider the framework of the networks of evolutionary processors (NEPs),

where the nodes of the computational structure only have such elementary operations as

inserting one symbol, deleting one symbol, or substituting one symbol by one symbol. With

the help of regular expressions serving as filters for entering and leaving the nodes, compu-

tational completeness is obtained already with two nodes. In the hybrid models, the place

of applying the elementary operations mentioned above may be restricted to the left or right

end of the string, but now the filters may only verify presence/absence of some symbols in the

string. We present subregular characterization of NEPs with one nodes and computational

completeness with seven nodes. Then we study the recently defined obligatory operations.

Second, we look at the first two of the elementary operations mentioned above. In general,

there are defined insertion and deletion of substrings not restricted to one symbol, and their

applicability may be controlled by left and right context. However, the most interesting

questions concern insertion and deletion of single symbols, without context. In order for

such systems to yield non-trivial computation, we let the process be controlled by the nodes

of the distributed structure, thus returning to the framework of P systems. We note that

if the strings evolve independently, their behavior is a just union of behaviors of systems

with one string, which are non-deterministic string-processing systems with states (compare

being in node j with being in state j). Particularly, we focus on possibilities to restrict the

associated control structure to be a tree.

After considering P systems with insertion and deletion anywhere in the strings, we take

the recently introduced case where the insertion and deletion are only applicable in the left

or right ends of the string. We prove similar results, using a tool that we have recently

introduced, specifically for obtaining these kinds of results for string processing systems.

Finally, we recall that another interesting operation on string is splicing. We mention a

number of our results, without describing them in detail.

Chapter 6 is devoted to the applications of areas of our research. First, we look at the task

of generating inflections of words in the Romanian language. We also mention the problem of

annotating affixes in Romanian words. One of the reasons why it was interesting to consider

Romanian language is that it is considerably more flective than, e.g., English. Second, we

present P systems describing a few operations with dictionaries. We found the membrane

structure very suitable for representing and working with the prefix tree of a dictionary. One

interesting point is that the constructions we present are reusable models, in contrast to the

typical approach that the role of a computation of a membrane system is limited to giving

a result. Third, we present a solution to the problem of synchronizing activity of nodes of

a tree. Our deterministic solution works in time 3h + 3, where h is the depth of the tree.

Fourth, we present a new feature of P system: the polymorphism. Polymorphic systems can
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change the applicable rules during the computation. A special aspect of polymorphism is

that this is the first model of P systems, where the set of possible rules is not restricted to

be finite by the initial description of the system. Polymorphic P systems exhibit cases of

different behavior from the standard ones; they should be useful in a number of problems

requiring this. Finally, we list a few other applicative directions of our recent research that

we decided not to describe in detail in this habilitation thesis.

Following the applications, we give general conclusions, particularly discussing the most

important results. Following the bibliography, we present appendices containing some in-

formation of local scope, namely, relationships of membrane systems with the time-yield of

context-free grammars, definitions of generalized promoter-inhibitor-priority conditions, the

definition of variant 5 of the circular Post machines used for the proofs, and two technical

proofs: one for the minimally parallel P systems with standard rule types and six polar-

ization, and the other one for the sequential case of P systems with unit rules and energy

assigned to membranes.

The Introduction contains the conceptual reference points of the thesis, and is thus well

described by the synopsis up to here. A detailed description of the thesis by chapters follows.

Chapter 1. Prerequisites and overview

Formal language prerequisites

Chapter 1 starts with the basic definitions, e.g., the alphabet, notation V ∗, concatenation

operation, empty string. Formal languages and their families are defined. Notations are

introduced for the number of occurrences of a symbol in a string, string length, etc. The set

of permutations of a string is defined. The notations are introduced for Chomsky language

families, for matrix languages, L systems languages, etc.

Multisets (sets with multiplicities) are defined, as well as operations on them and their

string representation. By (natural) numbers throughout this thesis we mean non-negative

integers. Important families of numbers and vectors are defined, as well as linear and semi-

linear sets of numbers.

Sets of partial prefixes, partial suffixes and non-empty suffixes are defined for strings.

The shuffle operation is defined.

Next, Chomsky grammars of type-0 are defined, as well as the derivation relation and the

language generated by grammar. The restrictions are introduced, corresponding to context-

sensitive grammars (type-1), context-free grammars (type-2), linear and regular grammars

(type-3). Analytical grammars are also introduced, explaining the way they accept languages.

Kuroda normal form is presented for generative and analytical grammars.

After that, the matrix grammars are defined and their relation with respect to the classical

families of languages is mentioned, as well as the corresponding relation for the vector set

families.

Finite automata are defined, as well as certain particular notations used in formulating

results, e.g., in Section 3.3.

Then, counter automata are introduced, used particularly in Section 3.3 in their variant

with conflicting counters.
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Further, register machines are introduced, a formal computational model with a finite

control and a fixed group of numerical counters. This model is very important for establishing

computational completeness with good underlying descriptional complexity.

Register machines are also called Minsky machines; in thesis Korec notation is used (the

one used to report the currently smallest known universal register machines).

While for most results one typically uses the set of instructions of 2 types - increment and

conditional decrement (that combines decrement and zero-test in one instruction), for the

reversibility results it is more convenient to use 3 instruction types - increment, (uncondi-

tional) decrement and test (that combines zero-test and positive test in one instruction). For

the results about sets of vectors associated with languages generated by matrix grammars

(without appearance checking), only the unconditional instructions are used (partially blind

machines). For generating languages, a tape-writing operations is additionally used.

Formal definitions of configurations, computations and result are given. A small machine

obtained as a simple transformation of the 32-instruction machine by Korec is presented.

The results about the computational power of register machines are recalled.

Another computational model used as a tool in the results of the thesis is defined -

circular Post machines. Variant 5 of these machines is mentioned.

CPM0 CPM1 CPM2 CPM3 CPM4 CPM5

px → q px → q px → q px → q px → q px → q

px → yq px → yq px → yq px → yq px → yq

p0 → yq0 px → xq0 px → yq0 px → yzq px → yxq p → yq
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Networks of evolutionary processors

Definitions of models, research on which is described in Section 5.1, are given. Evolutionary

processors are defined: operations of insertion, deletion and substitution of one symbol,

applied unconditionally, on the left or on the right end of a string. Actions of these operations

are defined. Then, the filters are defined, the above defining the hybrid networks. The

configurations of the networks are formally described, together with the computations and

their results.

The obligatory operations and the corresponding networks follow. Finally, the basic

model is defined via the hybrid one.

P systems

Membrane systems are a framework of formal models of multiset and string processing,

introduced by Acad. Gh. Păun in 1998, and remaining an active research field.

Multiset rewriting The basic concepts of multiset rewriting are defined. The notions of

promoters, inhibitors and priorities are introduced (the general case is shown in appendices).

The configurations and derivation relation are formally defined. The maximal parallelism

is introduced. Reversibility and determinism are defined, as well as the strong variants of

these properties. The result of computing is defined, as well as the notations for classes of

systems and their associated results, depending on the features of these systems,

Transitional P systems If multiset processing is distributed over a structure (the trees

are usually considered), and the destination targets are specified for the objects produced by

rules, then one speaks about the transitional model. The corresponding formal definitions

of rules, configurations, computations and results are given. The necessary definitions are

given also for the case when the membrane structure may change during the computation

by rules dissolving or creating membranes.

Symport/antiport In another model, computation happens just by moving groups of

objects between the regions of a fixed structure, without creating, destroying or modifying

the objects. All necessary definitions are given, including ones of the size of rules. The

notations needed to formulate the results of the thesis are introduced.

If a tree is generalized to a graph, one may speak about the tissue systems.

Active membranes The following model is called P systems with active membranes;

here the edges of the tree (called membranes) actively participate in the evolution of the

system, and are represented in rules by labeled brackets. Special attention is paid to the

polarizations, i.e., states of these membranes.

The evolution of these systems is formally described, and necessary notations are given.

Some unconventional variants of rules are also described.

Energy models In the following, the model with energy assigned to membranes is

defined. Then, the model with rules and energy associated to regions and objects is defined.

Necessary definitions and notations are presented.

Polymorphism The last variant with symbol-objects defined here is the one with poly-

morphism. The description and functioning of the system are described, and the necessary

notations are defined.
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String-objects. Replication

The transitional model of P systems is defined also for the case of the string-objects with

rewriting rules with replication.

Moreover, a model with active membranes is introduced for the case of string-objects.

The insertion/deletion model is introduced, as well as its generalization in a distributed

framework.

Attention is given to the size of rules. The necessary definitions are given. The notations

are introduced for classes of systems and the associated languages. The variant of systems

applying operations at the ends of strings is introduced.

Computing with P systems

General definitions of the generating languages as the result of computing are presented, and

the framework of solving intractable decisional problems is introduced.

The minimally parallel mode of evolution of P systems is defined and discussed.

Chapter 2. Multiset rewriting. Properties

This chapter is devoted to the heart of membrane computing, i.e., multiset rewriting. It can

be cooperative or non-cooperative, it happens sequentially, asynchronously, or maximally

parallel, it can be controlled by promoters, inhibitors or priorities. A number of general

properties is studied. Languages are obtained as sequences of symbols sent out; the picture

below illustrates a computation (the lines are drawn only to visually represent the application

of the rules). Section 2.5 considers multiset processing enhanced by the distributivity of the

system, and even by the dynamic modification of the underlying tree structure.
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bcc

bcc

bcc

bcc

a

bcc

bcc

bcc

a

bcc

bcc

a

λ

a

a

λ

bcc

bcc

bcc

bcc

⇒

⇒

⇒

⇒

.

Result

Perm(bccbcc)•

Perm(bcc)•

Perm(bcc).

We present a study of the family of languages generated by the transitional membrane

systems without cooperation and without additional ingredients. The fundamental nature

of these basic systems makes it possible to also define the corresponding family of languages

in terms of derivation trees of context-free grammars. We also compare this family to the

well-known language families and discuss its properties. We give an example of a language

considerably more “difficult” than the currently established lower bounds.

All the processing is done by multisets, and one considers the order of sending the objects

in the environment as their order in the output word. Informally, the family of languages

we are interested in is the family generated by systems with parallel applications of non-

cooperative rules that rewrite symbol objects and/or send them between the regions. This

model has been introduced already in 2000 by Păun. The nature of LOP∗(ncoo, tar) is quite
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fundamental, and in the same time it is not characterized in terms of well-studied families.

This is why we refer to it here as the membrane systems language family.

Non-cooperative P systems with either promoters or inhibitors (of weight not restricted

to one) are known to be computationally complete. We show that the power of the determin-

istic subclass of such systems is subregular in the asynchronous mode and in the maximally

parallel mode. This provides the second case known in membrane computing where de-

terminism is a criterion of universality versus decidability, after the model of catalytic P

systems.

We study reversibility and determinism aspects and the strong versions of these proper-

ties of sequential multiset processing systems and of maximally parallel systems, from the

computability point of view. In the sequential case, syntactic criteria are established for both

strong determinism and strong reversibility. In the parallel case, a criterion is established

for strong determinism, whereas strong reversibility is shown to be decidable.

In the sequential case, without control all four classes – deterministic, strongly deter-

ministic, reversible, strongly reversible – are not universal, whereas in the parallel case

deterministic systems are universal. When allowing inhibitors, the first and the third class

become universal in both models, whereas with priorities all of them are universal. In the

maximally parallel case, strongly deterministic systems with both promoters and inhibitors

are universal. We also present a few more specific results and conjectures.

We discuss a notion of self-stabilization, inspired from biology and engineering. Multiple

variants of formalization of this notion are considered, and we discuss how such properties

affect the computational power of multiset rewriting systems.

It is essential that not only multiset rewriting is distributed over a tree structure, but also

that such a structure is dynamic. We present quite surprising results that non-cooperative

rewriting reaches computational completeness when equipped with membrane creation and

membrane dissolution. Intuitively, this is possible due to the cooperation between an object

and a fact of existence of a membrane.

In Section 2.1 we have reconsidered the family of languages generated by transitional

P systems without cooperation and without additional control. It was shown that one

membrane is enough, and a characterization of this family was given via derivation trees

of context-free grammars. Next, three normal forms were given for the corresponding

grammars. It was than shown that the membrane systems language family lies between

REG•Perm(REG) and context-sensitive semilinear polynomially parsable languages, and it

is incomparable with linear and with context-free languages. An example of a considerably

more “difficult” language was given than the lower bound mentioned above.

The membrane systems language family was shown to be closed under union, permuta-

tions, erasing/renaming morphisms. It is not closed under intersection, intersection with

regular languages, complement, concatenation or taking the mirror image. The follow-

ing are examples of questions that are still not answered: Does LOP (ncoo, tar) ⊆ MAT

hold? Is LOP (ncoo, tar) closed under arbitrary morphisms? (Conjecture: no.) Characterize

LOP (ncoo, tar).

In Section 2.2 we have shown that, for non-cooperative P systems with promoters and/or
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inhibitors (with or without priorities), determinism is a borderline criterion between uni-

versality and decidability. In fact, for non-cooperative P systems working in the maximally

parallel or the asynchronous mode, we have computational completeness in the unrestricted

case, and only all finite number sets and their complements in the deterministic case.

In Section 2.3 we have outlined the concepts of reversibility, strong reversibility, determin-

ism, and strong determinism for sequential and maximally parallel multiset rewriting systems

and established the results for the computational power of such systems, see Table 2.1:

Seq. pure Pri inh pro, inh

D(acc) L(Cor.2.15) U(Th.2.10) U(Th.2.10)

Ds(acc) L(Th.2.15) U(Cor.2.12) C(Rem.2.5)

R(gen) N(Cor.2.11) U(Th.2.10) U(Th.2.10)

Rs(gen) L(Cor.2.10) U(Th.2.13) C(Rem.2.4)

Max.par. pure Pri inh pro, inh

D(acc) U U U U

Ds(acc) L(Th.2.20) U(Cor.2.18) C(Rem.2.5) U(Th.2.21)

R(gen) C(Conj.2.1) U(Th.2.16) U(Th.2.16) U(Th.2.16)

Rs(gen) L(Cor.2.17) U(Th.2.18) C(Rem.2.4) C(Rem.2.4)

Sequential and maximally parallel multiset rewriting systems with priorities have shown

to be universal for all four properties, i.e., for reversibility, strong reversibility, determinism,

and strong determinism, whereas without control only deterministic maximally parallel sys-

tems are universal and all others are even sublinear except for the reversible classes (in the

case of sequential systems, we have shown non-universality, for maximally parallel systems

we have not been able to prove such a conjecture yet).

With inhibitors, deterministic and reversible systems are universal in both cases, too,

whereas for strong determinism universality could only be shown for maximally parallel

systems with inhibitors and promoters (which are of no use in the sequential case). All other

remaining classes are conjectured to be non-universal.

Strongly reversible sequential multiset rewriting systems without control do not halt un-

less the starting configuration is halting, but this is no longer true with inhibitors. For

systems with inhibitors or priorities, strong reversibility has also been characterized syn-

tactically; moreover, we have given a syntactic characterization for the property of strong

determinism. For sequential systems without control, the power of deterministic systems

coincides with that of strongly deterministic systems: such a system without control either

accepts all natural numbers, or a finite set of numbers; a similar result holds for strongly

deterministic maximally parallel systems.

Note the interesting differences of the sequential case with respect to the parallel one:

promoters are useless; the strong determinism criterion is different; the strong reversibility

criterion is not only decidable, but is easily testable via a concrete description; the power of

deterministic uncontrolled systems is radically different: sublinear instead of universal.

In Section 2.4 we have presented some results (some of them summarized in Table 2.2)

concerning the notion of self-stabilization, recently proposed for membrane computing:
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Property comput. (sequ/maxpar) Thm

complete +pri

self stabilizing acc. ?/F -/2.26

almost surely s.s. acc. ?/F acc. NRE/F 2.24/2.26

possibly s.s. acc. ?/F acc. NRE/F 2.24/2.26

weakly s.s. acc. NREC/F 2.22/2.27

weakly almost surely s.s. acc. NRE/F 2.23/2.27

weakly possibly s.s. acc. NRE/gen. NRE 2.23/2.28

The essence of self-stabilization is reachability and closure of a finite set. One of the

questions we proposed is whether priorities may be replaced by promoters or inhibitors in

Theorem 2.24. Another open question is the power of accepting with unrestricted self-

stabilization, even if maximal parallelism is combined with priorities. The other open ques-

tions are also marked with question marks in the table above. Any system in the correspond-

ing classes must (besides doing the actual computation) converge (definitely, in probability

or possibly) to some finite set from anywhere, without using the joint power of maximal

parallelism and control.

In Section 2.5 we have shown that P systems with membrane creation generate RE,

using two membrane labels and at most two objects present inside the system throughout

the computation. Accepting any recursively enumerable language can also be done with two

membrane labels. On the other hand, it is possible to bound the number of symbols by m+10

and still generate RE(m), provided that the number of membrane labels is unbounded.

We also have shown that RE is generated by P systems using four membranes and three

labels or seven membranes and two labels in the initial configuration, where at most three

objects are ever present in any halting computation. The following pictures illustrate the

membrane structures used in proofs.
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Improving any complexity parameter greater than one (especially in the case of ∗) in any

theorem is an open question. Moreover, the following issues are of interest: the power of

P systems with membrane creation and one object; the power of P systems with restricted

membrane creation; restricting target indications in Theorem 2.29; further restrictions that

cause a complexity trade-off.

Section 2.1 is based on publications [16], [15], [17]. Section 2.2 is based on publication

[22], Section 2.3 is based on publications [26], [25], [41], (and we mention [60], [61], [58]).

Section 2.4 is based on publications [7], and [6]. Section 2.5 is based on publications [28],

[5].

The references above correspond only to the selected publications.
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Chapter 3. Symport/antiport

This chapter is dedicated to showing the power of systems that only move objects between

the nodes of the underlying tree, without changing the objects. Of course, the power of such

systems is subregular unless there exists a region with unbounded supply of some objects.

We present a small universal antiport P system from [56], constructed by simulating the

universal register machine U22 by Korec, see Figure 1.1 in Subsection 1.1.5.

phase : XX → XT

D0 : IJKPQR0 → LQLQJJM

D1 : LQLQJJNR1 → LPLPJJMR7

D2 : IIKPQR2 → JJKPQ

D3 : q27C3R3 → JJKPQ

D4 : JJKR4 → JJLLM

D5 : JJOR5 → C′

5

D6 : IJLR6 → C′

6

D7 : IILQLQNR7 → IJLOR1

A : ITT → JXX

B : JJMTT → JJNXX

C : LP → LQ

a : LQLQJJNTT → JJLOR6XX

b : LC′

5
TT → JJLOR6XX

c : OC′

6
TT → IILQLQNR5XX

d : QLQNC′

6
TT → JJKQQR6XX

e : q27C3TT → LQLQJJNR0XX

f : q16JJOC′

5
C′

5
TT → LQLQJJNR2R3XX

g : q16C′

5
C′

5
C′

5
TT → q16JJOJJOJJOXX

1 : JJLOTT → IJLOXX

5 : JJKQQTT → q16JJOJJOJJOXX

8 : q16JJOJJOJJOTT → IIKPQMXX

12 : q16JJOJJOC′

5
TT → q27C3XX

We investigate the power of communication – the P systems evolving by communicating

objects between regions. Computational completeness can already be obtained with one

membrane using antiport rules (objects are communicated in different directions) or symport

rules (objects go together in the same direction) of size three, i.e., involving three objects.

Applying the communication rules in the minimally parallel mode, we need two membranes

to achieve computational completeness. Acceptance can even be performed by deterministic

P systems with antiport or symport rules. Computational completeness can be obtained
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with a rather small number of objects. The author has a significant contribution to the

results covered in this state-of-the art (including, but not limited to the publications covered

in his Ph.D. thesis, see also the Bibliographic Notes in the end of the section).

Symport rules move multiple objects to a neighboring region. It is known that for P

systems with symport rules of weight at most 3 and a single membrane, 7 superfluous

symbols are enough for computational completeness, and 1 is necessary.

We present the improvements of the lower bounds on the generative power of P systems

with symport of weight bounded by 3 and 4, in particular establishing that 6 and 2 extra

symbols suffice, respectively. Besides maximally parallel P systems, we also consider sequen-

tial ones. In fact, all presented non-universality lower bound results, together with all upper

bound results, hold also in this case, yielding the current state-of-the-art.

NOP1(sym2) ⊇ SEG1 ∪ SEG2. (1)

NOP1(sym3) ⊇ NFIN1 ∪
5⋃

k=0

(NkFINk ∪ NkREGk) ∪ N6RE. (2)

NOP1(sym4) ⊇ NFIN0 ∪ NFIN1 ∪ N1REG1 ∪ N2RE. (3)

NOP1(sym∗) ⊇ NFIN ∪ N1REG ∪ N2RE. (4)

NOP1(sym2) ⊆ NFIN. (5)

NOP1(sym∗) ⊆ NFIN ∪ N1RE. (6)

NFIN ⊇ NOP
sequ
1 (sym2) ⊇ SEG1 ∪ SEG2. (7)

NOP
sequ
1 (sym3) ⊇ NFIN1 ∪

∞⋃

k=0

(NkFINk ∪ NkREGk) (8)

NOP
sequ
1 (sym∗) = NFIN ∪ N1REG. (9)

In Section 3.1 we describe a quite remarkable result: a strongly universal sym-

port/antiport P system with only 23 rules.

Section 3.2 contains a general overview of the symport/antiport area, containing multiple

results by the author. (Overall, this chapter is shorter than the other chapters with results,

because we do not zoom on the results already covered in the author’s Ph.D. thesis of 2006).

In Section 3.3 we show the improved known lower bounds of the computational power of

one-membrane P systems with symport. Using symport of weight at most 3, computational

completeness holds with 6 extra objects. With symport of weight at most 4, 2 extra objects

suffice. Notice that all finite sets can be generated with symport of unrestricted weight.

Since 1 extra object is known to be necessary to generate infinite sets by any symport-

only P system, a particularly interesting open question is whether one extra object is also

sufficient for computational completeness (and what symport weight bound is enough), or

two extra objects are also necessary for computational completeness. Another problem is to

bridge or further (see (3.4)) decrease the gap between 6 and 1 extra objects for symport of

weight at most 3.
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For sequential mode, it is particularly interesting whether infinitely many additional

objects are unavoidable for generation of finite or regular number sets (or if NkFIN/NkREG

belong to NOP
sequ
1 (syms) for some k, s ∈ N).

Section 3.1 is based on publications [56] and [64]. Section 3.2 is mainly based on publi-

cations [57], [51], [54], [49], [52], and contains extensive bibliographical notes. Section 3.3 is

based on publication [50].

The references above correspond only to the selected publications.

Chapter 4. Active membranes. Energy

Like in Chapter 3, we consider the models where rules are associated to membranes (except

Section 4.8). However, instead of direct cooperation between objects, we now use cooperation

between one object and the information (called polarization or energy) stored in a membrane.

P systems with active membranes are parallel computation devices inspired by the in-

ternal working of biological cells. Their main features are a hierarchy of nested membranes,

partitioning the cell into regions, and multisets of symbol-objects describing the chemical en-

vironment. The system evolves by applying rules such as non-cooperative multiset rewriting

(i.e., objects are individually rewritten), communication rules that move the objects between

adjacent regions, and membrane division rules that increase the number of membranes in

the system. The membranes also possess an electrical charge that works as a local state,

regulating the set of rules applicable during each computation step. The rules, in turn, may

change the charge of the membrane where they take place.

In order to solve computational problems one usually employs polynomial-time uniform

families of P systems with active membranes, consisting of a P system Πn for each input

length n (as for Boolean circuits) and a single Turing machine constructing Πn from n in

polynomial time. The actual input is then encoded as a multiset of objects, and placed

inside an input membrane of Πn. The space required by a family of P systems (in terms of

number of membranes and objects) for solving a decision problem can then be analyzed as

a function of n. It is already known that polynomial-space P systems and polynomial-space

Turing machines are equal in computing power, but the proof of this result does not generalize

to larger space bounds. We show the key ideas needed in order to prove the exponential-

space analogue of that result by directly simulating deterministic exponential-space Turing

machines using P systems.

We present the improvements, by using register machines, of some existing universality

results for specific models of P systems. It is known that P systems with active membranes

without polarization generate PsRE, working with an unbounded number of membranes.

We show that they generate all recursively enumerable languages; 4 starting membranes with

3 labels or 7 starting membranes with 2 labels are sufficient.

We present an algorithm for deterministically deciding SAT in linear time by P systems

with active membranes using only two polarizations and rules of types (a), (c), and (e).

Moreover, various restrictions on the general form of the rules are considered. Several prob-

lems related to different combinations of these restrictions are also formulated.

Due to massive parallelism and exponential space in membrane systems, some intractable
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computational problems can be solved by P systems with active membranes in polynomial

number of steps. We present a generalization of this approach from decisional problems to the

computational ones, by providing a solution of a #P-complete problem, namely to compute

the permanent of a binary matrix. The implication of this result to the PP complexity class

is discussed and compared to the known result of NP ∪ co − NP.

It is known that the satisfiability problem (SAT) can be solved with a semi-uniform fam-

ily of deterministic polarizationless P systems with active membranes with non–elementary

membrane division. We present an improvement of this result by showing that the satisfia-

bility of a quantified Boolean formula (QSAT) can be solved by a uniform family of P systems

of the same kind.

We study P systems with active membranes without non-elementary membrane division,

in minimally parallel way. The main question we address is the number of polarizations

enough for an efficient computation depending on the types of rules used. In particular, we

show that it is enough to have four polarizations, sequential evolution rules changing polar-

izations, polarizationless non-elementary membrane division rules and polarizationless rules

of sending an object out. The same problem is solved with the standard evolution, sending

an object out and polarizationless non-elementary membrane division, with six polarizations.

It is open whether these numbers are optimal.

Then we consider a different, but related model: the number of states of membranes

is now numeric and infinite; however, the rules can only increase the state and decrease

it (provided it stays non-negative). In this way, we recall a variant of membrane systems

introduced in [24], where the rules are directly assigned to membranes and, moreover, every

membrane carries an energy value that can be changed during a computation by objects

passing through the membrane. The result of a successful computation is considered to be

the distribution of energy values carried by the membranes.

We show that for systems working in the sequential mode with a kind of priority relation

on the rules we already obtain universal computational power. When omitting the priority

relation, we obtain a characterization of the family of Parikh sets of languages generated

by context-free matrix grammars. On the other hand, when using the maximally parallel

mode, we do not need a priority relation to obtain computational completeness. Finally, we

introduce the corresponding model of tissue P systems with energy assigned to the membrane

of each cell and objects moving from one cell to another one in the environment as well as

being able to change the energy of a cell when entering or leaving the cell. In each derivation

step, only one object may pass through the membrane of each cell. When using priorities

on the rules in the sequential mode (where in each derivation step only one cell is affected)

as well as without priorities in the maximally parallel mode (where in each derivation step

all cells possible are affected) we again obtain computational completeness, whereas without

priorities on the rules in the sequential mode we only get a characterization of the family of

Parikh sets of languages generated by context-free matrix grammars.

We consider the energy contained in regions, not membranes. Moreover, a conservation

law is imposed on the rules of the system. In this way, we investigate the computational

power of energy-based P systems, a model of membrane systems where a fixed amount

of energy is associated with each object and the rules transform single objects by adding
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or removing energy from them. We answer recently proposed open questions about the

power of such systems without priorities associated to the rules, for both sequential and

maximally parallel modes. We also conjecture that deterministic energy-based P systems

are not computationally complete.

Section 4.1 presents a simulation of exponential-space Turing machines by P systems with

active membranes. The simulation can be carried out by a uniform family of polynomial-time

P systems with active membranes operating in space O(s(n) log s(n)), where s(n) is the space

required by the simulated Turing machine on inputs of length n. Since an analogous result

holds in the opposite direction, the two classes of devices solve exactly the same decision

problems when working withing an exponential space limit. The techniques employed here

do not carry over to the simulation of superexponential space Turing machines, since they

would require a super-polynomial number of subscripted objects in order to encode tape

positions; this amount of objects (and their associated rules) cannot be constructed using

a polynomial-time uniformity condition. Novel techniques will be probably needed in order

to prove that the equivalence of Turing machines and P systems also holds for larger space

bounds.

In Section 4.2 we have established the computational completeness of P systems with

active membranes without polarizations. Specifically, we have shown that RE is generated

by P systems using four membranes and three labels or seven membranes and two labels

in the initial configuration, where at most three objects are ever present in any halting

computation. We have also proved that deterministic P systems with two polarizations and

rules of types (a) and (c) accept PsRE using one membrane. Moreover, we can require the

rules to be global and rules of type (c) to be non-renaming. The following picture illustrates

the membrane structures used in proofs.
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Improving any complexity parameter greater than one (especially in the case of ∗) in any

theorem is an open question. Moreover, the following issues are of interest: the power of

deterministic P systems with membrane division (without polarizations, without changing

labels, etc.); restricting the types of rules in Theorem 4.1; further restrictions causing a com-

plexity trade-off; the generative power of P systems without polarizations and m membranes,

m = 1, 2, 3; the generative power of one-membrane P systems with two polarizations and

external output.

Section 4.3 contains an algorithm for deciding the NP-complete decision problem

SAT(n,m) by a uniform family of P system with active membranes in linear time (with

respect to nm) with only two polarizations and rules of types (a), (c), and (e), of specific

restrictive types. Various other restrictions are summarized in Corollary A4.1, followed by

the discussion. The following picture illustrates a simple example of such a computation.

t0 d0x1,1,1x1,2,2x
′
2,1,1x

′
2,2,2

0

2

0

1

⇒
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′
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′
2,2,1

0

2

d1x1,1,0x1,2,1x
′
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′
2,2,1

1

2

0

1

⇒
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t2 d2x1,2,0c2,1x
′
2,2,0

0

2

d2x1,2,0c2,1x
′
2,2,0

1

2

d2c1,1x1,2,0x
′
2,2,0

0

2

d2c1,1x1,2,0x
′
2,2,0

1

2

0

1

⇒

t3 d3c2,2c2,2
0

2

d3zc1,2c2,2
1

2

d3c1,2c2,2
0

2

d3zc1,2c1,2
1

2

0

1

⇒

t4 e1c2c2
0

2

o e1c1c2
0

2

e1c1c2
0

2

o e1c1c1
0

2

0

1

⇒

t5 e2zc2c2
0

2

oo e2zc2
1

2

o e2zc2
1

2

oo e2zc1
1

2

0

1

⇒

t6 e3zc2c2
0

2

ooo e2c1
0

2

oo e2c1
0

2

ooo e2
0

2

0

1

⇒

t7 e3zc2c2
0

2

oooo e3
1

2

ooo e3
1

2

ooo e3
0

2

0

1

⇒

t8 e3zc2c2
0

2

oooo 1
2yes

ooo 1
2yes

ooo e3
0

2

0

1

⇒

t9 e3zc2c2
0

2

oooo 1
2

ooo 1
2yes

ooo e3
0

2

1

1

yes.

The question remains whether further or other restrictions, respectively, of the general

form of these rules are possible. For instance, can the problem be solved using only rules of

types (a), (cp0), (e) (the rules of type (c) do not depend on the polarization and preserve

it)? What about using only types (ap), (c), (e) (the rules of type (a) do not depend on the

polarization)? Another interesting question is to study systems with rules of types (au), (b),

(c), (d), (e); such systems can only increase the number of objects via membrane division.

What is their generative power? Are they efficient?

In Section 4.4 we presented a solution to a known #P-complete problem of computing

a permanent of a binary matrix by P systems with active membranes, namely with two

polarizations and rules of object evolution, sending objects out and membrane division.

The solution has been preceded by the framework that generalizes decisional problems to

computing functions: now the answer is much more than one bit. This result suggests that

P systems with active membranes without non–elementary membrane division still compute

more than decisions of the problems in NP ∪ co − NP.

The main result presented in Section 4.4 has been later developed by the Milano group,

by implementing decoding also by P systems themselves without additional features. Hence,

P systems with active membranes without non–elementary membrane division compute at

least PP. A subsequent paper by the Milano group, contains an attempt to implement

solutions to PPP problems, implementing PP oracles as subsystems of a P system.

In Section 4.5 we gave a uniform polynomial-time solution of QSAT, a well-known

PSPACE–complete problem, through a family of recognizer P systems using polarization-

less active membranes, dissolution rules and division for elementary and non–elementary

membranes. It remain as an open question if the division for non–elementary membranes

can be removed. Our result thus presents an interesting counterpart of the result from [39],

compared to which the polarizations have been replaced by membrane dissolution. The fol-

lowing picture illustrates the membrane structure from the proof, after the non-elementary

membrane divisions.
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In Section 4.6 we showed that efficient solutions of computationally hard problems by

P systems with active membranes working in minimally parallel way can be constructed

avoiding both cooperative rules and non-elementary membrane division. For this task, it is

enough to have 4 polarizations, sequential evolution rules changing polarizations, polariza-

tionless elementary membrane division rules and polarizationless rules of sending an object

out. One can use the standard evolution and send-out rules, as well as polarizationless

elementary membrane division rules; in this case, 6 polarizations suffice.

The first construction is “almost” deterministic: the only choices the system can make in

each cycle is the order in which the input systems are processed. The second construction

exhibits a more asynchronous behavior of the input objects, which, depending on the chosen

degree of parallelism, might speed up obtaining the positive answer, but less than by 20%.

In this case, controlling polarizations by evolution is still faster than controlling polarizations

by communication.

A number of interesting problems related to minimal parallelism remain open. For in-

stance, is it possible to decrease the number of polarizations/labels? Moreover, it presents

an interest to study other computational problems in the minimally-parallel setting, for in-

stance, the computational power of P systems with one active membrane working in the

minimally parallel way.

Sections 4.7 and 4.8 present the results on P systems with energy. In the first case, energy

is a kind of a membrane polarization that can take infinitely many values, but is used only

by adding and subtracting one to/from it. In the second case, energy is associated to objects

and regions, requiring also a conservativity condition.

For the latter case, called energy-based P systems, we have answered two questions about

their computational power, proving that it matches Parikh images of matrix languages when

the rules of the P systems are applied in the sequential mode, whereas there is computational

completeness in the maximally parallel case. The picture below illustrates performing a zero

test.
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As a direction for future research, we propose the following problem: What is the com-

putational power of deterministic energy-based P systems? We conjecture that they are not

universal.

However, even if deterministic energy-based P systems were not universal, they could

nonetheless be able to simulate Fredkin gates. This should be doable if leaving some

“garbage” into the system at the end of the computation is allowed. Indeed, the active

objects could unfreeze the desired ones, producing the needed result. More difficult would

be designing an energy-based P system that can be reused to simulate a Fredkin gate as

many times as desired. We expect the reusable construction to be impossible, for the same

reasons as exposed above.

Section 4.1 is based on publications Section 4.2 is based on publications [28], [5], as well as

[27]. Section 4.3 is based on publication [23]. Section 4.4 is mainly based on publication [14].

Section 4.5 is based on publications [47], [43] and [42]. Section 4.6 is based on publications

[4], [3]. Sections 4.7 and 4.8 are based on publications [8] and [24].

The references above correspond only to the selected publications.

Chapter 5. String-object models

In this chapter we take strings instead of symbols as objects. Hence, we already have linear

order as structure. We mostly consider very restricted variants of the string rewriting rules,

such as symbol insertion, symbol deletion, symbol substitution (we speak about splicing in

Section 5.4). It is particularly interesting how one can enforce interaction between different

symbols of the string (and interaction between different strings in cases of splicing and later

in Section 6.2).

We consider networks of evolutionary processors (NEPs), which are are distributed word

rewriting systems, as language generators (these models have inspirations similar to P sys-

tems, but are not considered a part of membrane computing). Each node contains a set

of words, a set of operations (typically insertion, deletion or rewriting of one symbol with

another one), an input filter and an output filter. The purpose of this section is to overview

existing models of NEPs, their variants and developments.

In particular, besides the basic model, hybrid networks of evolutionary processors

(HNEPs) have been extensively studied. In HNEPs, operations application might be re-

stricted to specific end of the string, but the filters are random-context conditions (they
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were regular in the basic model). We will also cover the literature on the so-called obligatory

HNEPs, i.e., ones where the operations are obligatory: the string that cannot be rewritten

is not preserved. Some specific aspects that we pay attention to are: computational uni-

versality and completeness, the topology of the underlying graph, the number of nodes, the

power of filters.

We consider insertion-deletion P systems with priority of deletion over the insertion. We

show that such systems with one symbol context-free insertion and deletion rules are able

to generate Parikh sets of all recursively enumerable languages (PsRE). If one-symbol one-

sided context is added to insertion or deletion rules, then all recursively enumerable languages

can be generated. The same result holds if a deletion of two symbols is permitted. We also

show that the priority relation is very important and in its absence the corresponding class

of P systems is strictly included in the family of matrix languages (MAT ).

We also consider insertion-deletion operations on the ends of the string. Finally, we

outline the original results on splicing and ciliates.

In Section 5.1 we have described the networks of evolutionary processors, their models

and variants, together with the associated results. A few selected results were presented

in more details. For instance, NEPs with two nodes are already computationally complete

modulo the terminal alphabet.

L1 = L1(Γ) = C0 ∪ C1 ∪ ins
∗
I(C1 \ ϕ) ∪ B

∪insI∩PO\FO(B) ∪ ins
∗
I(insI∩FO(B)),

B = ins
∗
I\(PO∪FO)(C1),

C1 = insI(C0). or

L′
1 = L′

1(Γ) = L1 ∪ B′ ∪ ins
∗
I(insI∩FO(B′)) ∪ insI∩FI\FO(B′),

B′ = ins
∗
I\(FO∪FI)(D ∩ π′ ∩ ϕ′),

D = (C1 ∩ ϕ ∩ π) ∩ insI∩PO\FO(B),

C1 = insI(C0).

HNEPs with one node are given the precise regular characterization by the equations

above, while HNEPs with two nodes are not computationally complete, while seven nodes

are enough to reach the computational completeness of HNEPs, even with a complete graph.

We should mention that a network over a complete graph (with loops, although it is not

important for the last proof) may be viewed as number of agents in a common environ-

ment, acting “independently” without explicitly enforcing any transition protocol, where a

computationally complete behavior still emerges.

A particularly interesting variant is obligatory HNEPs (OHNEPs). Using a power of the

underlying graph, computational completeness is obtained even without the filters. In case

of a complete graph, OHNEPs are still computationally complete. Moreover, it suffices that

the sum of numbers of symbols in filters of each node does not exceed one.

In Section 5.2 we showed several results concerning P systems with insertion and deletion

rules of small size. Surprisingly, systems with context-free rules inserting and deleting only

one symbol are quite powerful and generate PsRE if the priority of deletion over insertion
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is used. From the language generation viewpoint such systems are not too powerful and

no language specifying the order of symbols can be generated. To be able to generate

more complicated languages we considered systems with one-symbol one-sided insertion or

deletion contexts. In both cases we obtained that any recursively enumerable language can

be generated. The same result holds if a context-free deletion of two symbols is allowed. The

counterpart of the last result is not true, moreover, the insertion of strings of an arbitrary

size still cannot lead to generating languages like a∗b∗.

We also have considered one-symbol context-free insertion-deletion P systems without

the priority relations and we showed that in terms of Parikh sets these systems characterize

PsMAT family. However, in terms of the generated language such systems are strictly

included in MAT . We remark that context-free insertions and deletions of one symbol

correspond to random point mutations from an evolutionary point of view. We think that

the obtained results could give a frame for the modeling of evolutionary processes.

Most of the results above were obtained using rules with target indicators. It is interesting

to investigate the computational power of systems with non-specific target indicators in or

go. Another open problem is to replace the priority relation by some other mechanism from

the P systems area without decreasing the computational power.

In Section 5.3 we consider insertion-deletion P systems where the place where operations

are applied is restricted to the ends of the string. We prove the computational completeness

in case of priority of deletion over insertion. This result presents interest since the strings

are controlled by a tree structure only, and because insertion and deletion of one symbol are

the simplest string operations.

To obtain a simple proof, we use a new variant (CPM5) of circular Post machines (Turing

machines moving one-way on a circular tape): those with instructions changing a state and

either reading one symbol or writing one symbol. CPM5 is a simple, yet useful tool. In the

last part of the section, we return to the case without priorities. We give a lower bound on

the power of such systems, which holds even for one-sided operations only.

In Section 5.4 we mention a group of results on splicing, an abstraction of a well-known

biological operation, mostly the small universal systems based on splicing. Note that ba-

sic splicing has subregular behavior, so additional control is needed to make such systems

possible.

One approach is to view splicing systems in a distributed framework, yielding splicing P

systems. The second case is the so-called test tube systems based on splicing. The third way

is to allow rules to change, in the framework of time-varying distributed H systems (TVDH

systems). The fourth possibility is to consider a class of H systems which can be viewed as

a counterpart of the matrix grammars in the regulated rewriting area.

Finally, we recall a related model, motivated by the gene assembly in ciliates. Ciliate

operations are considered in membrane systems framework, establishing the computational

completeness of the intermolecular model. One performs analysis of pointers in actual living

ciliates, and one considers the problem of complexity of the graph-based model of gene

assembly in ciliates. Moreover, ciliate operations provide a framework of describing the

solution to the Hamiltonian Path Problem.

Section 5.1 is based on publications [2], [9], [10], [11], [20], [21], [40], [48], [19]. Section 5.2

is based on publications [33], [34]. Section 5.3 is based on publications [31], [32]. Section 5.4
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is based on publications [55], [53], [30], as well as the ciliate direction, based on publications

[1], [65], [36], [46], [44], [45].

The references above correspond only to the selected publications.

Chapter 6. Applications

A few applications of membrane systems (sorting, solving NP-complete problem and model-

ing bi-stable catalysts by protons) are described in my Ph.D. thesis of 2006. A larger number

of applications is presented in the book of Applications of Membrane Computing. In this

chapter we present some more applications obtained in the recent author’s publications.

We present a formalization of inflection process for the Romanian language using the

model of P systems with cooperative string replication rules, which will make it possible to

automatically build the morphological lexicons as a base for different linguistic applications.

We also mention the solution to the problem of annotating affixes, by the process of reverse

derivation. Below are the rules for searching (the easiest module).

?l[ ]0l → [ ? ]0l , l ∈ A1

[ ??′ ]0
l
→ [ ]−

l
∅, l ∈ A1

[ $ → $1||$2 ]−
l
, l ∈ A1

[ $2 ]e
l
→ [ ]0

l
$2, l ∈ H, e ∈ {−, 0}

[ $1 → $ ]0
l
, l ∈ A1

We describe the work with the prefix tree by P systems with strings and active mem-

branes. We present the algorithms of searching in a dictionary and updating it implemented

as membrane systems. The systems are constructed as reusable modules, so they are suitable

for using as sub-algorithms for solving more complicated problems.

We consider the problem of synchronizing the activity of all membranes of a P system.

After pointing at the connection with a similar problem in the field of cellular automata

where the problem is called the firing squad synchronization problem, FSSP for short, we

focus on the deterministic algorithm to solve this problem. Our algorithm works in 3h + 3,

where h is the height of the tree describing the membrane structure.

We present a variant of the multiset rewriting model where the rules of every region

are defined by the contents of interior regions, rather than being explicitly specified in the

description of the system. This idea is inspired by the von Neumann’s concept of “program

is data” and also related to the research direction proposed by Gh. Păun about the cell

nucleus. For instance,

1 : ab → ac

2 : a → d

abbb
s

becomes

ab
1L

ac
1R

a
2L

d
2R

abbb
s
.

The author has published a number of other works on application of P systems and other

formal computing models. In Section 6.5 we list some of them here, without describing

them in detail. These include performing logical inference by membrane systems, called

“chaining”, encoding numbers by multisets and discussion of the questions of compactness of
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the representation and of the efficiency of performing the arithmetic operations in different

multiset representations, right self-assembly of a double-stranded molecule from a single-

stranded words of bounded length, cellular automata that possess a specific invariant, a

so-called number-conservativity, and reversible logical elements with memory.

Section 6.1 presents membrane systems describing the inflectional process.

General case: Let w = w1a1w2a2 · · ·wmα. The inflected words will be of the form:

w(1) = w1 a1 w2 a2 · · · wmfi1 ,

w(2) = w1 u
(2)
1 w2 u

(2)
2 · · · wmfi2 ,

· · ·

w(s) = w1 u
(s)
1 w2 u

(s)
2 · · · wmfis ,

In Section 6.2 we presented the linear-time algorithms of searching in a dictionary and

updating it implemented as membrane systems. We underline that the systems are con-

structed as reusable modules, so they are suitable for using as sub-algorithms for solving

more complicated problems.

The scope of handling dictionaries is not limited to the dictionaries in the classical sense.

Understanding the definition of a dictionary, i.e., a string-valued function defined on a finite

set of strings, leads to direct applicability of the proposed methods to handle alphabets,

lexicons, thesauruses, dictionaries of exceptions, and even databases. At last, it is natu-

ral to consider these algorithms together with morphological analyzer and morphological

synthesizer.

In Section 6.3 we presented two algorithms that synchronize two given classes of P sys-

tems. The first one is non-deterministic and it synchronizes the class of transitional P systems

(with cooperative rules) in time 2h + 3, where h is the depth of the membrane tree. The

second algorithm is deterministic and it synchronizes the class of P systems with promoters

and inhibitors in time 3h + 3.

It is worth to note that the first algorithm has the following interesting property. After

2h steps either the system synchronizes and the object F is introduced, or an object # will

be present in some membrane. This property can be used during an implementation in order

to cut off failure cases.

The results obtained in this article rely on a rather strong target indication, in!, which

sends an object to all inner membranes. Such a synchronization was already considered

in neural-like P systems where it corresponds to the target go. It would be interesting to

investigate what happens if such target is not permitted. However, we conjecture that a

synchronization would be impossible in this case.

The study of the synchronization algorithms for different classes of P systems is important

as it permits to implement different synchronization strategies which are important for such

a parallel device as P systems. In particular, with such approach it is possible to simulate

P systems with multiple global clocks by P systems with one global clock. It is particularly

interesting to investigate the synchronization problem for P systems which cannot create

new objects, for example for P systems with symport/antiport.

In Section 6.4 proposed a variant of the rewriting model of P systems where the rules are

represented by objects of the system itself and thus can dynamically change. This yields a
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mechanism whose idea is similar to the idea of the functioning of the cell nucleus (i.e., DNA

represent the proteins performing certain functions on the objects including DNA), except

our formalism is more elegant mathematically because of its simplicity and because we only

used a trivial encoding (which is no encoding at all, except the left and right parts of the

rule are given in dedicated membranes).

This variant also has a number of connections to the conventional computing, since the

“program” can be changed by manipulating data (cf. von Neumann architecture vs Harvard

architecture). A number of possible extensions is suggested in the Definitions.

Polymorphic P systems are universal (with 47 membranes) because non-polymorphic

P systems are universal. While the growth of non-polymorphic P systems is bounded by

exponential, polymorphic P systems without target indications can grow faster, bounded by

an exponential of polynomials, and polymorphic P systems with target indications can grow

even faster, bounded by an exponential of exponentials.

Non-cooperative polymorphic P systems can generate non-context-free sets of numbers.

Cooperative polymorphic P systems can multiply numbers in constant time and generate

factorials of n or exponentials of exponentials of n in time O(n), which is a very important

advantage over non-polymorphic P systems.

An especially interesting case is that of deciding if the input belongs to a given set, e.g.,

{n! | n ≥ 1}. While non-polymorphic P systems cannot even grow with factorial speed, not

to speak about halting or verifying the input, we have shown that polymorphic P systems

can decide factorials in time O(n). This implies that there exist infinite sets of numbers

that are accepted in a time which is sublinear with respect to the size of the input in binary

representation (without cheating by only examining a part of the input to accept).

Many questions are left open, we mention three questions here. First, we find it par-

ticularly interesting what is the exact characterization of the most restricted classes we

defined, like OP∗(polym−d(ncoo)). On the other hand, it seems interesting how the (gen-

eral classes of) polymorphic P systems can solve the problems of real applications which

non-polymorphic P system are not suitable for. Another question is whether the polymor-

phic P systems can effectively use superexponential growth and dynamics of rule description

to solve intractable problems in polynomial time without dividing or creating membranes.

Conjecture: no, because the total number of rules (counting rules in different regions as

different) cannot grow.

In Section 6.5 we mention other applicative directions, such as chaining, encoding num-

bers by multisets for their processing with membrane systems, right self-assembly of a double-

stranded molecule from a single-stranded words of bounded length, cellular automata that

are number-conservative, and reversible logical elements with memory.

Section 6.1 is based on publication [13]. Section 6.2 is based on work [18]. Section 6.3 is

based on publication [37]. Section 6.4 is based on publication [29]. Section 6.5 is based on

works [59], [58], as well as the publications on reversible logical elements with memory [60],

[61]. The references above correspond only to the selected publications.
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2.2 Abbreviations and Selected Notations

(e)IDP – P systems with (exo) insertion and deletion

(N)CPM(5) – (Non-deterministic) circular Post machines (of variant 5)

CF(G) – Context-free (grammar)

(O)(H)NEP – (Obligatory) (hybrid) networks of evolutionary processors

(Fs)(MP)MPMR – (Finite-state) (maximally parallel) multiset rewriting

UREM P system – P system with unit rules and energy assigned to membranes

TVDH system – Time-varied distributed H system

TM – Turing machine

RLEM – Reversible logical element with memory

(co-)(N)P – Class of (complements of) problems, decidable by (non-)deterministic Turing

machines in polynomial time

SAT – The known NP-complete problem of satisfiability of a boolean formula

#P – Class of problems, related to computing the number of solutions for a problem in NP

PP – Probabilistic polynomial time complexity class

PSPACE – Class of problems, decidable by Turing machines in polynomial space

QSAT – The problem of satisfiability of a quantified boolean formula

(Ps)RE – The family of (Parikh images of) recursively enumerable languages

CS – The family of context-sensitive languages

(Ps)MAT – The family of (Parikh images of) languages generated by matrix grammars

without appearance checking (possibly with erasing productions)

SLIN – Semilinear languages

(co-)NFIN – (Complements of) finite sets of numbers

REG•Perm(REG) – Regular languages concatenated with permutation of regular languages

NkFIN(m) – all finite sets of numbers not less than k (and not exceeding m + k)

NkREG(m) – sets of numbers accepted by finite automata (with m states), plus k

N(k)RE – recursively enumerable sets of numbers (not less than k)

(ncoo, coo, pro, inh, Pri) – no cooperation, cooperation, promoters, inhibitors, priorities

NaDsOP1 – Sets of numbers accepted by strongly deterministic P systems with symbol ob-

jects with 1 membrane (maximal parallelism is assumed by default)

NRMR – Sets of numbers generated by reversible (sequential) multiset rewriting systems

AM0 – Active membranes without polarizations

PMC – Polynomial-time complexity class, e.g., for membrane systems specified by subscript

LOP (ncoo, tar) – Languages generated by non-cooperative transitional P systems

NOP1(sym3) – Number sets generated by P systems with symport rules of weight at most 3

OP
sequ
1 (syms) – Sequential P systems with symport of weight at most s

minpar – Working in the minimally parallel mode

DMR(ncoo, control) – Deterministic multiset rewriting systems with non-cooperative rewrit-

ing and control (promoters, inhibitors and/or priorities)

OP (ncoo, tar, δ,mcre) – Transitional P systems with membrane dissolution and creation

OP (a0, b0, c0, d0, e0) – P systems with polarizationless active membranes

DPsaOP1,1,1(active2, a, c) – Sets of vectors deterministically accepted by P systems with 1

active membrane and 2 polarizations, using evolution and send-out rules

OtP – Tissue P systems (graph instead of tree, with sequential channels)
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ELSP (ins
0,0
1 , del

0,0
1 ) – Languages generated modulo terminal alphabet by P systems with

string-objects and insertion and deletion rules of 1 symbol without context

ELSP (e − ins
0,0
1 , e − del

0,0
1 ) – Languages generated by extended P systems with insertion

and deletion rules of 1 symbol at the ends of the string without context

2.3 Selected results in formulas

LOP∗(ncoo, tar) = LOP1(ncoo, out) = Lt(CF ) (10)

REG • Perm(REG) ⊆ LOP (ncoo, tar) ⊆ CS ∩ SLIN ∩ P (11)

NaDOP
sequ
1 (ncoo, pro1,1, inh1,1) = NRE (12)

NFIN ∪ coNFIN = NaDOP1(ncoo, (pro∗,∗, inh∗,∗)∗, pri) (13)

NaDOP
asyn
1 (ncoo, (pro∗,∗, inh∗,∗)∗, pri) (14)

NFIN ∪ coNFIN = NaDOP1(ncoo, pro1,∗) = NaDOP1(ncoo, pro1,∗) (15)

NaDOP
asyn
1 (ncoo, pro1,∗, inh1,∗) (16)

NRMR(coo, pri)T = NRMR(coo, inh)T = NRE (17)

NRsMR(coo)T = {∅} ∪ {{n} | n ∈ N} (18)

NRsMR(coo, pri)T = NRE (19)

NaDsMR(coo, pri)T = NRE (20)

NaDsMR(coo) = {∅, N} ∪ {{k | 0 ≤ k ≤ n} | n ∈ N} (21)

NaDMR(coo) = {∅, N} ∪ {{k | 0 ≤ k ≤ n} | n ∈ N} (22)

NROP1(coo, pri)T = NROP1(coo, pri)T = NRE (23)

NRsOP1(coo)T = {{n} | n ∈ N} (24)

NRsOP1(coo, pri)T = NRE (25)

NaDsMR(coo, pri)T = NRE (26)

NaDsOP1(coo) = {∅, N} ∪ {{k | 0 ≤ k ≤ n} | n ∈ N} (27)

NaDsOP1(coo, pro, inh) = NRE (28)

LO1,2,∗P1,∗,2(ncoo, tar,mcre, δ) = RE (29)

DPsaOP1,∗,2(ncoo, tar,mcre, δ) = PsRE (30)

L(m)O1,2,10+mP2,∗,∗(ncoo, tar,mcre, δ) = RE(m) (31)

L(m)O1,2,11+mP1,∗,∗(ncoo, tar,mcre, δ) = RE(m) (32)

NDOP1(23anti) = NDMR1(23coo) = NRE (33)

NFIN1 ∪
5⋃

k=0

(NkFINk ∪ NkREGk) ∪ N6RE ⊆ NOP1(sym3) (34)

NFIN0 ∪ NFIN1 ∪ N1REG1 ∪ N2RE ⊆ NOP1(sym4) (35)

NFIN ∪ N1REG ∪ N2RE ⊆ NOP1(sym∗) ⊆ NFIN ∪ N1RE (36)

SEG1 ∪ SEG2 ⊆ NOP
sequ
1 (sym2) ⊆ NFIN (37)

NFIN1 ∪
∞⋃

k=0

(NkFINk ∪ NkREGk) ⊆ NOP
sequ
1 (sym3) (38)

NOP
sequ
1 (sym∗) = NFIN ∪ N1REG (39)
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LO1,3/∗,∗P4,∗,3(active1, a, b, c, d, e) = RE (40)

LO1,3/∗,∗P7,∗,2(active1, a, b, c, d, e) = RE (41)

DPsaOP1,1,1(active2, a, c) = PsRE (42)

NP ⊆ co − NP ⊆ PMCOP (active2,a,c,e) (43)

PSPACE ⊆ PMCOP (active1,a,c,d,e,f) (44)

NP ⊆ co − NP ⊆ PMCOP (active4,a′′

s ,c0,e0) (45)

NP ⊆ co − NP ⊆ PMCOP (active6,a,c,e0) (46)

PsOP sequ
∗ (energy∗) = PsMAT (47)

Ps(m)OPm+6(energy∗) = Ps(m)RE (48)

PsStP∗(ins
0,0
1 , del

0,0
1 ) = PsMAT (49)

PsSP∗(ins
0,0
1 < del

0,0
1 ) = PsRE (50)

LSP∗(ins
0,1
1 < del

0,0
1 ) = LSP∗(ins

1,0
1 < del

0,0
1 ) = RE (51)

LSP∗(ins
0,0
1 < del

1,0
1 ) = LSP∗(ins

0,0
1 < del

0,1
1 ) = RE (52)

LSP∗(ins
0,0
1 < del

0,0
2 ) = RE (53)

LSP∗(e − ins
0,0
1 < l − del

0,0
1 ) = RE (54)

REG ⊆ ELSP∗(r − ins
0,0
1 , r − del

0,0
1 ) (55)

REG ⊆ ELSP∗(l − ins
0,0
1 , l − del

0,0
1 ) (56)

NOP47(polymd(coo)) = NRE (57)

3 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS. RECOMMENDATIONS

The present habilitation thesis contains an overview and the obtained results on small com-

putational devices, mainly in distributed parallel processing of multisets and strings. In our

world, with rapid development of technologies, we see that, despite their miniaturization,

the computational devices become increasingly complex, to the unimaginable limits. In this

perspective it strongly contrasts to the results here, showing that, at least in principle, a

computational device does not really have to be complicated just to be able to compute

anything computable. In the abstract framework, interpretation and execution of stored pro-

grams can be done by systems of very small descriptional complexity. Clearly, we are also

interested in efficient computations. Hence, we also pay attention to the simple computing

devices that attack intractable (for computers with bounded parallelism) problems by using

parallelism and distributivity.

We have studied a number of models, variants, features, working modes, their restrictions,

properties, computational power, efficiency, and certainly, their descriptional complexity

parameters. The underlying research is classified as Theoretical computer science, but it also

interconnects with multiple disciplines, like Algebra, Formal language theory, Computability,

Computational complexity, Logic and Biocomputing, to name a few. The following results

can be considered as the most important theoretical ones.

1. Small number of rules. In Section 3.1 we presented a universal P system with 23
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antiport rules. Clearly, it may also be viewed as a universal maximally parallel system with

23 multiset rewriting rules. Multiple optimization techniques and strategies were used to

achieve behavior of many rules with only a few. It is truly remarkable that such a small

number of such simple rules makes it possible to interpret a stored program and yield a

computationally complete behavior. The number of computational branches of the machine

used as a starting point for the simulation was higher than that. Although the author has

shown that 5 rules already suffice for universality in case of P systems with string-objects

and splicing operations (this result is only mentioned in the section on Splicing, but its

presentation is not included in the thesis), the symbol-object model is limited to a much

simpler data structure.

2. Determinism and reversibility. In Section 2.3 we presented a study of determin-

istic and reversible P systems and the strong variants of these properties. The power (from

sublinear to universal) of uncontrolled and of controlled systems satisfying these properties

is summarized in Table 2.1. We also presented a syntactic criterion of strong reversibility.

A few cases remain open, and some interesting conjectures were formulated. We mention

other computational models where the author considered reversibility and determinism.

3. Membrane creation in transitional P systems, together with membrane dissolution,

makes it possible to obtain the computational complete systems! Note that no dynamic

information is present on the membrane itself, besides the fact whether it exists or not. The

only possible interaction between different objects is via creating and dissolving membranes.

A completely untraditional approach has been used to obtain this result, see Section 2.5: the

information of the simulated computation is stored in the multiplicities of membranes, rather

than in the multiplicities of objects. We have also addressed the questions of generating

languages, deterministic acceptance of sets of vectors, object and membrane complexity.

4. P systems with active membranes without polarizations are computationally

complete! The idea is related to the previous most important result, except that the work-

ing mode of these P systems is different. It is possible here to create new membranes only

by dividing the existing ones, so even zero has to be encoded by one, otherwise it cannot be

incremented. Again, the information of the simulated computation is stored in the multi-

plicities of membranes, not objects, see Section 4.2. We have also addressed the questions

of generating languages, object complexity, and membrane complexity. The technique used

heavily relies on non-determinism, and we conjecture that such deterministic systems are not

universal. Note that with two polarizations (storing 1 bit on a membrane), computational

completeness can be obtained in a single membrane and deterministically.

5. PSPACE-complete problems can be solved by P systems with active membranes

even without polarizations! We exploited timing as the way of interacting of the objects

(dissolving a membrane earlier or later by one object, and checking this by another object),

see Section 4.5. In contrast to the two previous most important results, we now use a limited

number of such interactions, corresponding to the number of levels of membrane hierarchy.

Note that with two polarizations (storing 1 bit on a membrane), one has solved problems in

P PP without non-elementary division.

6. We have improved the state of the art for the model of hybrid networks of evo-

lutionary processors, see Section 5.1. Namely, HNEPs are universal with 7 nodes, while

HNEPs with 1 node are subregular and have been characterized. Note that in the basic
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model of networks of evolutionary processors, the filters are much more powerful, and com-

putational completeness has been obtained already with 2 nodes. We remark that NEPs with

a complete graph demonstrate complicated (computationally universal) behavior emerging

as a joint effect of very simple components, acting independently. We have also introduced

a new variant of HNEPs: those with obligatory operations, its research being quite a per-

spective direction.

7. Deterministic controlled non-cooperative systems only accept finite sets and

their complements, see Section 2.2. This implies that determinism establishes a frontier be-

tween the computational completeness and decidability for non-cooperative multiset rewrit-

ing with control. Note that this holds for the maximally parallel mode and for the asyn-

chronous mode, while surprisingly the sequential mode turns out to be more powerful here,

yielding computational completeness.

8. Energy-based P systems have been shown to be computationally complete in the

maximally parallel mode, see Section 4.8. This model has a very weak form of interaction

between objects: all they can do is to be renamed, releasing or consuming free energy of the

region. Moreover, energy conservation law is a built-in feature of the model. We conjecture

that deterministic systems are not universal, because by modifying free energy of the region

we can only toggle the behavior of an object between three possibilities, namely its evolution

in the pre-defined way, waiting forever or waiting before resuming that evolution. Although

the technique is quite different, the results are similar to those for P systems with unit rules

and energy assigned to membranes.

9. Insertion-deletion P systems are computationally complete in the maximally parallel

mode even with inserting and deleting one symbol without context (with priority of deletion

over insertion), see Section 5.2. This is easy to see for graphs, but requires a more difficult

technique for trees. Similar results have been established for insertion and deletion on the

ends of the string.

Besides the theoretical results mentioned above, we have considered a number of ap-

plications. For instance, we presented new results on synchronization in P systems, see

Section 6.3. This is a problem similar to Firing Squad Synchronization, except that the un-

derlying structure is a tree (of height h, not known in advance), and the model is membrane

systems, not cellular automata. Deterministic systems synchronize in 3h + 3 steps.

Another application is polymorphic P systems. Its use is providing a framework where

rules can dynamically change during the process of computation, which is important for

problems of symbolic computation and computer algebra.

Other applications deal with linguistics. We proposed an efficient implementation of

dictionaries by membrane systems, using membrane (tree) structure to represent the prefix

tree of the dictionary. We discovered suitability of P systems for performing inflections of

words in the Romanian language. We also proposed P systems annotating affixes of the

Romanian language, using a model that accounts for complex derivation steps that may

consist of multiple affixes, changing terminations and/or alternations in the root.

More detailed conclusions can be found at the end of Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6. Tech-

nical conclusions and more detailed open problems are given in the end of sections of these

chapters. The potential new directions that complete and continue investigation of the

corresponding formal models, can serve as the basis for further work.
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The present thesis can be also regarded as a didactic work. It provides a detailed coverage

of multiset processing, transitional P systems, P systems with symport/antiport, P systems

with string-objects and networks of evolutionary processors. Many results proved here are

optimal: either the minimization has already reached the lowest possible parameter, or a

characterization has been obtained.

Minimization problems lead to simplification of potential implementations performed by

other researchers. Comparison and characterization of different models, variants and features

lead to simplification of choice what to implement, depending on whether the corresponding

task falls under the obtained characterization. Connection to different models advances the

general theory of computation as information processing.

Recommendations The author recommends to continue research of parallel distributed

processing of multisets and strings, in particular paying attention to the following problems

that remained open: 1) What is the exact characterization of the family of languages gener-

ated by non-cooperative transitional P systems? 2) Verify the conjectures of non-universality

in Table 2.1 on determinism and reversibility. 3) Answer unsolved cases in Table 2.2 on self-

stabilization. 4) What is the power of P systems with membrane creation and one object

(PsMAT is conjectured)? 5) What is the power of symport systems with only one extra

object? 6) What is the power of deterministic P systems with polarizationless membrane di-

vision? 7) Investigate P systems with active membranes where rules of type (a) have at most

one object in their right side. 8) Can PSPACE-complete problems be solved by P systems

with active membranes without non-elementary division? 9) What is the minimal number

of membranes in efficient P systems with active membranes under minimal parallelism? 10)

What is the power of deterministic energy-based P systems (conjecture: degenerate). 11)

Characterizing restricted polymorphic P systems.

The author has published over 160 papers. Besides writing about 20 single-author

publications, he has also collaborated with over 50 coauthors from Austria, China, Finland,

France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Kazakhstan, Macedonia, Moldova, Mongolia, Ro-

mania and Spain. The author has publications in the most prestigious journals in Theoretical

computer science, e.g., Theoretical Computer Science and Information Processing Letters by

Elsevier, Natural Computing and Acta Informatica by Springer, Fundamenta Informaticae

by the Polish Mathematical Society, International Journal of Foundations of Computer Sci-

ence by World Scientific, and New Generation Computing by Ohmsha Ltd. and Springer

Japan. He has over 30 articles in Lecture Notes of Computer Science published by Springer,

and chapters in monographs The Oxford Handbook of Membrane Computing by the Oxford

University Press, Bio-Inspired Models for Natural and Formal Languages by the Cambridge

Scholars Publishing, Mathematics, Computing, Language, and Life: Frontiers in Mathe-

matical Linguistics and Language Theory by Imperial College Press/World Scientific, and

Applications of Membrane Computing in the Natural Computing Series by Springer.

By the completion of this thesis, DBLP3 has shown 37 journal papers and 37 confer-
ence ones, and Google Scholar4 has reported the author’s h-index of 16 and i10-index
of 30, having registered over 880 citations. Out of over 200 researchers working in the
areas mentioned below, the author is one of the main contributors to, e.g., the following

3 http://www.informatik.uni-trier.de/~ley/pers/hd/a/Alhazov:Artiom.html
4 http://scholar.google.com/citations?sortby=pubdate&user=M8LdW5kAAAAJ
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research: maximally parallel multiset rewriting, non-cooperative P systems with/without
control, transitional P systems, symport/antiport, evolution-communication P systems, ac-
tive membranes, reversibility in membrane computing, and the networks of evolutionary
processors. The author has produced some exotic results, e.g., on tatami tilings, and on
solving the Hamiltonian path problem by ciliate gene assembly (with potential implementa-
tion in a laboratory), as well as a number of applied results, e.g., on the multiobjective bot-
tleneck transportation problem, sorting, synchronization, chaining in logic, polymorphism,
inflections in the Romanian language, and annotating affixes in the Romanian language.
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Adnotare la teza de doctor habilitat “Small Abstract Computers” (Maşini Abstracte
Mici), prezentată de către Artiom Alhazov pentru obţinerea titlului de doctor habilitat ı̂n
informatică la specialitatea 01.05.01 – Bazele teoretice ale informaticii; programarea calcu-
latoarelor. Teza a fost perfectată ı̂n cadrul Institutului de Matematică şi Informatică al
Academiei de Ştiinţe a Republicii Moldova, ı̂n anul 2013; este scrisă ı̂n limba engleză şi
constă din Introducere, 6 capitole, concluzii generale şi recomandări şi 8 anexe. Textul de
bază constituie 218 de pagini. Bibliografia constă din 285 de titluri. Teza include: 25 de
figuri, 9 tabele, 22 de definiţii, 19 leme, 77 de teoreme, 47 de consecinţe, 9 remarci, 24 de
exemple şi 54 de formule. Rezultatele obţinute ŝınt publicate ı̂n 120 de lucrări ştiinţifice.

Cuvintele-cheie: informatică teoretică, modele de calcul neconvenţional, computabi-
litate Turing, complexitate descriptivă, sisteme universale mici, P sisteme, procesare par-
alelă distribuită de şiruri/multiseturi, promotori/inhibitori/priorităţi, membrane active, po-
larizări, symport/antiport, determinism, reversibilitate, inserţie-deleţie-substituire, reţele hi-
bride de procesoare evolutive, paralelism maxim şi minim.

Domeniul de studiu ı̂l constituie sistemele membranare şi alte modele formale de calcul,
ı̂n special procesarea distribuită şi paralelă de multiseturi/şiruri, de ex., reţele de procesoare
evolutive, sisteme IDP, CPM, etc.

De r̂ınd cu scopul principal de determinare a puterii de calcul a modelelor restr̂ınse,
lucrarea ı̂şi propune şi următoarele objective: depistarea solvabilităţii problemelor ı̂n
timp polinomial cu modele restr̂ınse, cercetarea complexităţii temporale ale problemelor
ı̂n dependenţă de caracteristicile modelelor. Restricţii tipice: complexitatea descriptivă
mărginită, modalităţile de interacţiune ale obiectelor, o submulţime de obiecte cu caracteris-
tici restr̂ınse, proprietăţi (de ex., determinism, reversibilitate, auto-stabilizare, confluenţă).

Noutatea şţiinţifică. Noţiuni noi: derivări temporale ı̂n CFG, limitarea multiseturilor,
determinism/reversibilitate tare, auto-stabilizare ı̂n P sisteme, noi reguli cu membrane ac-
tive, OHNEP, NCPM5, polimorfism. Strategii noi: reprezentarea datelor prin membrane,
minimizarea avansată a regulilor, noi combinaţii ale parametrilor complexităţii descriptive,
nedeterminismul extrem ı̂n membrane active, un nou mod de interacţiune membrană-obiect,
mai mult de 3 polarizări, o nouă tehnică de control regulat pentru operaţii pe 1 simbol din şir.
Probleme/modele noi: probleme nedecizionale computaţional dificile, flexionarea cunivntelor
ı̂n limba Română, module de dicţionar.

Problemele ştiinţifice soluţionate includ: 1)Stabilirea puterii de calcul a P sistemelor
a)tranziţionale cu creare şi dizolvare de membrane, b)cu membrane active fără polarizări,
c)deterministe controlate necooperatiste, d)cu energie. 2)Caracterizarea a)clasei problemelor
rezolvabile ı̂n timp polinomial cu P sisteme cu membrane active fără polarizări, b)puterii
exacte a HNEPs cu 1 nod.

Rezultatele principale. Universalitate: FsMPMRS cu 23 de reguli, P sisteme
tranziţionale cu creare/dizolvare de membrane, AM0, IDP cu priorităţi. Tablou de rezul-
tate: determinism/reversibilitate, NEP, HNEP, OHNEP, rezolvarea problemelor PSPACE
cu AM0. Caracterizări: sisteme deterministe necooperatiste controlate, sisteme cu energie.

Semnificaţia teoretică. Probleme fundamentale de procesare distribuită paralelă de
multiseturi/şiruri. Cele mai bune rezultate obţinute la moment pentru LOP (ncoo, tar), reg-
uli ı̂n MPMRS, NOP1(sym3), noduri ı̂n HNEP, polarizări ı̂n P sisteme minpar eficiente,
sincronizare. Caracterizări importante: DMR(ncoo, control). Proprietăţi fundamentale ale
MR: variante ale determinismului, reversibilităţii, auto-stabilizării, pentru procesarea mul-
tiseturilor cu diverse caracteristici/moduri. Completitudinea de calcul a sistemelor cu coop-
erare slabă ı̂ntre elemente: OP (ncoo, tar, δ,mcre) şi OP (a0, b0, c0, d0, e0). Rezultate optime
pentru probleme cunoscute formulate pentru: P sisteme cu symport/antiport, P sisteme cu
AM0, noduri ı̂n NEP computaţional complete.

Aplicaţii: Polimorfism. Module de dicţionare. Flexionarea şi marcarea afixelor ı̂n cu-
vintele limbii române. Impact OHNEP - o direcţie de cercetare de perspectivă, IDP -
dezvoltare importantă ı̂n continuare, AM0 - salt ı̂n teoria complexităţii P sistemelor.
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Аннотация диссертации доктора хабилитат “Small Abstract Computers” (Малые
универсальные вычислители), представленной Артёмом Алхазовым на соискание учёной
степени доктора наук (доктора хабилитат) в информатике по специальности 01.05.01
– Теоретические основы информатики; компьютерное программирование. Диссертация
написана в Институте математики и информатики при Академии наук Молдовы
(Кишинёв) в 2013 году на английском языке и состоит из: введения, 6 глав, общих
заключений и рекоммендаций, библиографии из 285 наименований и 8 приложений.
Основной текст насчитывает 218 страниц. Работа содержит: 25 рисунков, 9 таблиц, 22
определения, 19 лемм, 77 теорем, 47 следствий, 9 замечаний, 24 примеров, и 54 формул.
Полученные результаты опубликованы в 120 научных статьях.

Ключевые слова: теоретическая информатика и неклассические вычисления, вы-
числимость по Тьюрингу, вычислительная сложность и малые универсальные систе-
мы, P системы как параллельные дистрибутивные системы обработки многомножеств и
строк, промоторы/ингибиторы и приоритеты, активные мембраны и поляризации, сим-
порт/антипорт, детерминизм/обратимость, удаление-вставка-подстановка и [гибрид-
ные] сети эволюционных процессоров, максимальный и минимальный параллелизм и
асинхронный режим. Область исследований: мембранные системы и другие формаль-
ные модели вычислений, в основном дистрибутивной параллельной перезаписи много-
множеств и строк: сети эволюционных процессоров, системы IDP, CPM, и пр.

Помимо основной цели определения вычислительной силы ограниченных вычисли-
тельных моделей, наши задачи – нахождение разрешимости задач в полиномиальное
время и временнóй сложности задач в зависимости от ингредиентов систем. Наиболее
типичны такие ограничения как: ограниченная описательная сложность, способ взаи-
модействия объектов, подмножество объектов с ограниченными возможностями, свой-
ства (такие как детерминизм, обратимость, само-стабилизация, конфлуэнтность).

Научная новизна. Ввели: временнóй результат CFG, сильный детерминизм/обра-
тимость, само-стабилизацию в P системах, новые правила для активных мембран,
OHNEP, NCPM5, полиморфизм. Новые стратегии: представление данных мембранами,
сложные методы минимизации правил, новые комбинации параметров описательной
сложности, крайний недетерминизм с активными мембранами, новая тактика взаимо-
действия мембрана-объект, > 3 поляризаций, новая техника регулярного управления
строковыми операциями с 1 символом. Новые задачи/модели: сложные небинарные
вычислительные задачи, флексии румынского языка, словарные модули.

Решённые задачи в работе включают: 1)Нахождение вычислительной мощности
P систем a)транзициональных с созданием и расстворением мембран, b)с активными
мембранами без поляризаций, c)детерминированных некооперативных, d)с энергией.
2)Вычисление a)класса задач разрешимых в полиномиальное время P системами с
активными мембранами без поляризаций, b)точной мощности HNEPs с 1 узлом.
Главные результаты. Универсальность: FsMPMRS с 23 правилами, P системы с
созданием/расстворением мембран, AM0, IDP с приоритетами. Картины результа-
тов: детерминизм/обратимость, NEP, HNEP, OHNEP, решение PSPACE-задач с AM0.
Характеризации: детерминированных управляемых некооперативных систем, систем
с энергией. Теоретическая значимость. Фундаментальные задачи дистрибутивной
параллельной обработки многомножеств/строк. Лучшие известные результаты для
LOP (ncoo, tar), количества правил в MPMRS, NOP1(sym3), узлов в HNEP, поляризаций
эффективных P систем с minpar, синхронизация. Важная характеризация: DMR
(ncoo, control). фундаментальные свойства MR: виды детерминизма, обратимости, са-
мо-стабилизации, для обработки многомножеств с разными особенностями/режимами.
Вычислительная полнота систем со слабыми взаимодействиями их элементов: OP (ncoo,
tar, δ, mcre) и OP (a0, b0, c0, d0, e0). Оптимальные результаты известных задач для:
P систем с симпортом/антипортом, с AM0, узлы в вычислительно полных NEP. При-
менения: полиморфизм, словарные модули, флексии и аннотирование аффиксов в
румынском языке. Влияние OHNEP: новое перспективное направление исследований,
IDP: привело к важному развитию, AM0: прорывы в теории сложности P систем.
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Annotation of the habilitation thesis “Small Abstract Computers”, submitted by
Artiom Alhazov, for fulfillment of the requirements for the Ph.D. in habilitation degree,
specialty 01.05.01 – Theoretical foundations of computer science; computer programming.
The thesis was elaborated at the Institute of Mathematics and Computer Science of the
Academy of Sciences of Moldova, Chişinău, in 2013. The thesis is written in English and
contains Introduction, 6 chapters, general conclusions and recommendations, bibliography
of 285 titles and 8 appendices. The main text amounts to 218 pages. This work includes:
25 figures, 9 tables, 22 definitions, 19 lemmas, 77 theorems, 47 corollaries, 9 remarks, 24
examples, and 54 formulas. The results are published in 120 scientific papers.

Keywords: Theoretical computer science and unconventional computing, Models of
computation and Turing computability, Descriptional complexity and small universal sys-
tems, P systems as parallel distributed multiset and string processing, Promoters/inhibitors
and priorities, Active membranes and polarizations, Symport and antiport, Determinism and
reversibility, Insertion-deletion-substitution and [hybrid] networks of evolutionary processors,
Maximal and minimal parallelism and asynchronous mode.

The area of the present studies is membrane systems and other formal computational
models, mainly distributed parallel rewriting of multisets and strings, e.g., networks of evo-
lutionary processors, IDP systems, CPMs, etc. Besides the main goal of determining the
computational power of restricted computing models, our objectives are identifying the
polynomial-time problem solvability by a restricted model, and the Time complexity of
problems depending on the features. The most typical restrictions are: Bounded descrip-
tional complexity, The way of object interaction, A subset of objects with restricted features,
Property (e.g., determinism, reversibility, self-stabilization, confluence).

Scientific novelty. We introduced: CFG time-yield, multiset bounding, strong deter-
minism/reversibility, self-stablization in P systems, new active membrane rules, OHNEPs,
NCPM5, polymorphism. New strategies: encoding data by membranes, advanced rule min-
imization, new descriptional complexity parameter combinations, extreme non-determinism
in active membranes, a new membrane-object interaction, more than 3 polarizations, a new
regular control technique for 1-symbol string operations. New problems/models: intractable
non-decisional computational problems, Romanian language inflections, dictionary modules.

Solved scientific problems include: 1)Findind the computational power of P systems
a)transitional with membrane creation and division, b)with active membranes without polar-
izations, c)deterministic controlled non-cooperative, d)with energy. 2)Characterizing a)the
class of problems polynomial-time solvable by P systems with active membranes without
polarizations, b)exact power of HNEPs with 1 node.

Most important results. Universality: 23-rule FsMPMRS, transitional P systems
with membrane creation/dissolution, AM0, IDPs with priorities. Studies: determin-
ism/reversibility, NEPs, HNEPs, OHNEPs, Solving PSPACE problems with AM0. Charac-
terizations: deterministic controlled non-cooperative systems, energy systems.

Theoretical significance. Fundamental problems of distributed parallel processing of
multisets/strings. Best known results for LOP (ncoo, tar), rules in MPMRSs, NOP1(sym3),
nodes in HNEPs, polarizations of efficient minpar P systems, synchronization. Impor-
tant characterizations: DMR(ncoo, control). Fundamental properties of MR: variants
of determinism, reversibility, self-stabilizations, for multiset processing with different fea-
tures/modes. Computational completeness of systems with very weak cooperation between
their elements: OP (ncoo, tar, δ,mcre) and OP (a0, b0, c0, d0, e0). Optimal results for known
problems for: symport/antiport P systems, P systems with AM0, nodes in computationally
complete NEPs. Applications: Polymorphism. Dictionary modules. Inflections and an-
notating affixes in Romanian. Impact OHNEPs: a new perspective research area, IDPs:
further important development, AM0: P systems complexity theory breakthroughs.
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